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PUTTING 
EMPLOYEES 
FIRST
Ceridian’s Ross Tracey on the tech-driven human capital 
management market, why employees are more valued 
than ever and how AI is revolutionising the workplace
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ould you provide an 
overview of what 
Ceridian does?
Ceridian is a global human 
capital management, 

or HCM, technology company. 
We’re one of the fastest-growing in 
the marketplace and we’re really 
focused on bringing innovation to 
that market.

Dayforce, our flagship product, is 
a comprehensive human capital 
management platform. We work 
across all industry sectors within 
the global space and we’ve got 
over 3,800 customers live on the 
platform. In December last year, we 
saw over one million daily sessions 
on our mobile app, which was a great 
milestone for us.

C
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succession planning and learning 
capabilities. This year, just a few 
of the things we’re adding include 
Dayforce Assistant, on-demand 
pay, salary benchmarking and 
engagement surveys. We continue 
to innovate on a very regular basis, 
building on the track record we’re 
got.

Let’s discuss some of the trends in 
your industry. Talent management 
is a much-discussed topic - what 
are the advancements that 
Ceridian is making in this area?
Our approach to talent 
management has been to drive 
employee engagement by providing 
a holistic experience centred on the 
individual, not individual modules. 
To cater to a modern workforce, 
organisations need to adapt their 
people strategy, to meet their ever-
changing expectations, and to be 
able to attract and retain people in 
a competitive and dynamic talent 
market. 

As I mentioned earlier, we’ve 
expanded Dayforce’s talent 
management capabilities to 
encompass the employee lifecycle.
For instance, with Dayforce 
Compensation Management, 
particularly with Gender Pay 
reporting mandatory in the UK, 
companies can make decisions 
based on meaningful data-driven 
insights including performance 

In recent 
years, the concept 
of employee 
experience 
has steadily 
moved up the 
list of company 
priorities”
Ross Tracey

What are the newest capabilities to 
have been added to the Dayforce 
platform?
One of the key things with Dayforce 
is the fact that it’s a single platform. 
It has a single rules engine and 
database and that enables deeper 
insights for organisations and a 
much better employee experience. 

We continue to innovate. If you look 
just in the payroll space last year we 
rolled out UK payroll, this year we’re 
adding Australia, and in January 
2020 we’re adding the Republic of 
Ireland. We expect to roll out two new 
countries per year after that. 

On the talent side, we’ve added 
compensation management, 

Ceridian’s 
Dayforce 
platform
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with employee-centric experiences. 
This expectation is top of mind 

when we design Dayforce and it’s 
having positive results. One of our 
customers - a large manufacturing 
company with plants based 
globally - found that during the 
implementation phase of Dayforce, 
plants who had gone live with our 
technology had experienced an 
uplift in employee engagement 
versus those who had yet to launch.

In recent years, the concept of 
employee experience has steadily 
moved up the list of company 
priorities. This greater focus on 
the employee experience also 
aligns with HR’s changing role 
of becoming a more strategic 
business partner, with HR leaders 
saying that employee experience is 
either important or very important 

and compensation history, tenure 
and salary range. We can provide 
support tools like a gender pay 
equity graph and an auto-allocate 
tool that recommends suggested 
compensation changes to 
management and leadership.

How prevalent is the ‘consumer-
isation’ of the employee experience 
from your own dealings with 
companies?
Employees today expect 
their experience at work to be 
comparable to that of their 
experience as consumers – 
one that’s personal, tailored to 
their needs, and is synced at 
every touchpoint. Best-in-class 
companies will attract – and keep – 
their top talent based in part on how 
well they differentiate themselves 

Ceridian’s 
Dayforce 
platform




